
Boredom is a thing of the past! With their clever docu-
ment sleeves, the award-winning newcomers from 
Julifoli introduce colour and creative expertise to the 
everyday lives of businesses, hotels and „mobile workers“. 

ORGANISATION AIDS 
THAT MAKE SENSE: 
PR ACTICAL, DUR ABLE 
AND ATTR ACTIVE!

Systematic Organisation

What makes JuliFoli‘s office aids so special?
  We‘ve solved a problem! Unlike conventional plastic 

sleeves, Julifoli sleeves come in a wide range of eye-
catching colours and designs for greater visibility and 
easier identification. The edge-tear-resistant, transparent 
PP/paper compound can be printed with clever designs 
that make the sleeves inspirational and informative 
organisers – at home and in the office. This added benefit 
can help you organise documents, learn facts and 
generally bring order to your everyday life.

How can you stay organised with JuliFoli sleeves?
  Much of what we perceive is determined by colours. 

This is why we offer sleeves in 25 different colours – the 
only company to do so worldwide! Thanks to the remov-
able JuliFoli DIY stickers, clever, creative systems of order 
can be created. We also offer individual sleeves in corporate 
designs for company meetings and conferences. Orders can 
also be placed for small quantities. On request, we can 
advise you and create customised designs.

Is there another advantage for corporate customers?
  Yes, definitely! Apart from helping maintain order and 

build corporate identity, JuliFoli sleeves are also ideal for 
marketing, human resource and press departments, as well 
as for corporate communications. For example, a sleeve 
printed with a company‘s values and mission statement is a 
great way of handing over employment contracts to future 
employees. Sleeves can also feature a company‘s own 
intercultural tips. They can communicate information and 
act as a kind of business etiquette manual that help 
employees communicate with partner countries.

JuliFoli wants to use the sleeves to communicate 
internal subjects?

  Correct! The subject of occupational safety, for example, 
concerns everyone – office employees and factory workers. 
Information communicated at live events can be supple-
mented with key facts printed on sleeves. Unlike flyers 
and posters, our practical sleeves are something you always 
have with you. They help you internalise messages and 
facts more quickly.

 Sort according to colour.

 Mark with DIY stickers.

 Prioritise to-do tasks (1, 2 , 3 ...).

 Personalise processes (A, B, C ...).

 Ask us about sleeves in corporate  
 designs: for conferences, presentations,  
 workshops, special off ers, as press  
 folders, and much more.

JULIFOLI DOCUMENT SLEEVES:

PREMIUM MATERIAL with a high-quality paper feel:

AN INTERVIEW with JuliFoli managers 
Gabriela Grassmann and Ina Braun.

25 COLOURS and 65 special motifs:

JULIFOLI TIPS:

INDIVIDUALISATION with JuliFoli ‘s DIY stickers:

JuliFoli GmbH | Hornemannweg 9a | 30167 Hannover | Germany
www.julifoli.de | Contact: hello@julifoli.de
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WATER-REPELLENT WRITABLE

TEAR-RESISTANT TRANSPARENT


